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Adapting to the ever-changing GMAT exam, Manhattan Prepâ€™s 6th Edition GMAT Strategy

Guides offer the latest approaches for students looking to score in the top percentiles. Written by

active instructors with 99th-percentile scores, these books are designed with the student in

mind.The industry-leading GMAT Sentence Correction Strategy Guide delves into every major

principle and minor subtlety of grammar tested on the GMAT. From its comprehensive list of

GMAT-specific idioms to its tailored coverage of topics such as pronouns and parallelism, this guide

teaches exactly what students need for GMAT Sentence Correctionâ€”and nothing that they

donâ€™t. Unlike other guides that attempt to convey everything in a single tome, the GMAT

Sentence CorrectionÂ Strategy Guide is designed to provide deep, focused coverage of one

specialized area tested on the GMAT. As a result, students benefit from thorough and

comprehensive subject material, clear explanations of fundamental principles, and step-by-step

instructions of important techniques. In-action practice problems and detailed answer explanations

challenge the student, while topical sets of Official Guide problems provide the opportunity for

further growth. Used by itself or with other Manhattan Prep Strategy Guides, the GMAT Sentence

CorrectionÂ Strategy Guide will help students develop all the knowledge, skills, and strategic

thinking necessary for success on the GMAT. Purchase of this book includes one year of access to

Manhattan Prepâ€™sÂ Sentence Correction Question Bank.Â All of Manhattan Prep&#39;s GMAT

Strategy Guides are aligned with the 2016 Edition GMAC Official Guide.
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This is the Gold Standard for GMAT SC. The only other book that has a shot is the Veritas Prep SC

(2 books actually) or Powerscore SC, though it could get an update. In any case, you won't find

anything better. The latest 6th edition update has aligned the Idioms in the book (trimmed them) and

updated some content including more meaning and style that were very needed.As with all MGMAT

Books, when you buy a book, you are entitled to free access to 6 of their practice tests as well as an

online question bank of about 20-100 questions (depending on the book). The book itself has very

few practice questions. There is 1 or 2 that are used to carry the point across and then there are "In

Action" collection of 10-25 sentences at the end of each chapter (plus some online practice) but the

book assumes that you will be using the Official Guide or the Verbal supplement for the official

Guide. You should get those books anyway, but beware that they are required for practice.###

Strengths: ###* Only the relevant information and grammar points. Saves a tremendous amount of

time* In-depth overview of each error type to notice the patterns* Good structure and gradual

progression from basic to more advanced topics* Includes advanced strategies for advanced test

takers (650/700+ level)* Finally, it provides approaches and strategies that work* Excellent layout -

very conducive to learning - especially helpful for visual learners (I am one). The book is actually so

well laid out and published that it is enjoyable to read.* Access to 6 online GMAT Tests online###

Weaknesses: ###* Few practice questions included (mentioned above) and reliance on the OGLet

me know if you have any questions about this book - I answer comments on .Good Luck on your

GMAT,BB, Founder of GMAT ClubGMAT 750 (Q49, V42)

This well organised and tightly focused GMAT test prep guide provides in depth preparation for the

Sentence Correction problems on the test, with test taking strategies and comprehensive but

readable coverage of the parts of speech, idioms, parallelism and sentence structure and meaning.

Each chapter includes related problems with solutions that have clearly written explanations. The

purchase of the book also gives you online access to 6 full length GMAT practice tests. A valuable

resource for anyone preparing for the GMAT.

This particular strategy guide has helped me out a lot in the course of studying for the GMAT. Not

only can it be used to study for the GMAT, I believe that it is a great sentence correction book by

itself. I've read other sentence correction books in the past, just to brush up on punctuation and



grammar, but none of them were ever as descriptive as this. The chapters covers all the bases and

simplified down the concept for you to understand. Also, if you do purchase this book, remember to

email them on their main website the order number. Doing this will qualify you for free online

practice exams.

It's a good book for studying for the GMAT or just brushing up on your written English skills in

general. The book consistently teaches clear, concise sentence construction. Even if something

happens and you never take the GMAT if you work through this book and do the online questions it

will help your writing skills so that sentence construction is always in agreement and easiest for

readers to understand. In learning to construct sentences better yourself, it becomes easier and

easier to spot the errors in the sentences on the test, and select their corrections.It is just one part of

the GMAT, but if you find that you have difficulty, like me, when sentence construction becomes

more complex, then this is a good book to help clarify a lot of issues.This manual also includes

access to practice tests online.I like this book and will continue working in it. It is helping me spot

issues with my writing that I knew that I struggled with because often I'd write a sentence, then

delete it and opt for something more simple. It has kept me out of trouble on academic papers, but it

is not always the best thing for expression that flows. It's nice to be able to test my self, and then

see explanations the questions I get wrong.

ISBN 1941234070 (Manhattan Prep GMAT Sentence Correction, 6th ed.) presents the practice

materials by not only making them self-explanatory, their difficulty degree progression gradual, and

their overall content sophisticated, but also slightly easier at the beginning and more complicated

and thus quite demanding at the end, though also not easy to find specifics. Its page layout is well

pronounced graphically and thus the page content quite accessible at first glance for repetitions.

The sub-chapter titles are not included in the contents reducing its function as a reference, unlike

inÂ PowerScore GMAT Sentence Correction BibleÂ - its only real competitor.This black and white

book helps to gradually prepare to use sentences correctly. The content of its only 266 pages is

clearly divided into 12 chapters (and 2 appendices) subdivided into smaller sub-parts reflecting a

quite sophisticated approach to resolve the subject matter implemented in the drills and consisting

of: identifying the structure based on multiple examples, learning the rules, improving the structure

identification, presenting problem sets, and implementing solutions. An improvement in correct

structure use is achieved through the implementation of a condensed and sophisticated

approach.However, the sub-parts reflecting the approach are not divided into topics and do not



contain highlights that would give this book also the properties of a handbook and even a reference.

A scratch-off access code to the publisher's practice Web page is included on the back pastedown

(endpaper). Approx. 56 pages of the book are shown by the .com's "LOOK INSIDE!" function. What

cannot be seen is that the book is well printed on good paper, but the flimsy soft covers, which are

typical for the series, are prone to creasing.
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